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question The contents of your error message looks like this: In [6]: df.dtypes
Out[6]: quotes object vigo int32 ver int32 dtype: object This is expected: In [1]:
df['vigo'].unique() Out[1]: array(['dawson'], dtype=object) I think the last row

is just the character A. You don't say how large this dataframe is, but there are
tens of thousands of rows so I suspect this is not the issue. You may want to

post a sample of the data. The question So you want to know why
get_dummies() seems to create more columns than you expect. The answer

Here's a pastebin of the get_dummies() command output. This is the relevant
code: In [11]: grouped =

(df[['quotes','vigo']].groupby(df['vigo'].ne('').cumsum()) .apply(lambda x:
x.to_frame('dummies'))) In [12]: grouped Out[12]: quotes vigo dummies 0 1
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US: Bioestadistica MÃ©dica, ISBN 978-94-5120-397-0"Available at the:
Amazon.fr: Bioestadistica MÃ©dica, ISBN 978-94-5120-397-0Librairie Jules

Asselin & Fils, ISBN 978-2-891-5453-8.by GCRCC Goldman"measurement of the
probability of occurrence of an event or condition in a group of samples. As an
extension, it is used to estimate the probability of future events or conditions.
In both cases, the data are usually organized in a two-dimensional table, called
a contingency table. The task of the statistician is to analyze the data and seek

to identify patterns that may help in better understanding the problem, or in
predicting its outcome, if the information known is limited. A contingency table
is used to tabulate the relationship between a dependent variable, such as a

disease or condition, and two or more independent variables. The classic
example is the relationship between an independent variable (e.g., sex) and a

dependent variable (e.g., mortality or death, such as a person's death from
heart disease) in a cohort of people (i.e., in a group of people of identical age
and sex). This can be expressed as a two-by-two (or 2x2) table (or matrix),

such as the one below, where the columns represent the independent variable,
or independent variables, and the rows represent the dependent variable.See
also: for further discussion of categorical data and categorical variables. The

margins of a two-by-two table are the counts. Thus, the total in the first row or
column is the number of people (also called the "population"), and the total in
the second row or column is the total number of deaths, or "events." The totals

in the second row and the second column can be interpreted as the
probabilities of occurrence of the two possible events. These probabilities can
be estimated directly from the table or indirectly by solving a formula given in
tables below. The term "proportion" refers to the ratio of the probability of the
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outcome in the group to the total probability of the outcome, which is the
same as the proportion of the dependent variable (i.e., the proportion of

people who died or were dead). The term "relative risk" refers to the ratio of
the probability of the outcome in a
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